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Marjory: Hello and welcome to the Homegrown Food Summit. I'm your host and guide 
Marjory Wildcraft. In this part of the segment we're going to be talking about the 
8 reasons that you're insane if you aren't growing some of your own food and 
who we have with us is Mike Adams. Mike is known as the Health Ranger. He's 
an outspoken, very outspoken, consumer health advocate. He's an award-
winning investigative journalist. He's an internet activist and he's a science lab 
director. Yes, he runs a food science lab and he's broken some pretty amazing 
stories about the things he's found in food in his science lab.  

 His main thing that he's known for though, is the Founder and Editor of 
naturalnews.com, which is the Internet's most traffic natural health news 
website, seriously. You're going to see stories broken on naturalnews.com that 
you will not see in mainstream, I promise you. He's also the creator of quite a 
few other websites, counterthink.com, foodinvestigations.com, 
healingfoodreference.com and homefoodguide.org. He's really a prolific writer. 
Ronnie Cummins, who is the founder of the Organic Consumers Association, the 
Millions against Monsanto has called Mike, the Best Health and Natural Products 
writer on the scene today.  

 The way I like to think of Mike is, he is really at the grand central station of the 
Internet's information regarding natural health and alternative healing. He 
definitely has his thumb on the pulse of everything that's going on with the 
pharmaceutical companies and toxicities and pesticides and vaccinations, all the 
kind of crazy things that are going on in our world, in cancer, in what's true and 
what's not. I could not think of anybody better who was more up to date with all 
the latest news about what's going on in the food system and the reasons why 
you really want to grow your own food. Let's get started with Mike. I know 
you're going to really love this segment.  

 Mike, thank you so much for being on the call. You really at the grand central 
station for the planet on the Internet of all the news that's coming and going 
about health and about food and about nutrition. If there is anybody who has 
their finger on the pulse of why you would want to grow your own food, I 
couldn't think of anybody better. I'm really delighted to speak with you. I know 
you got a whole list of reasons why people should be growing some or all of their 
own food at this point in time.  

Mike: Absolutely. Thank you for the invitation Marjory. I'm always thrilled to join you. I 
consider you a fellow traveler and a friend and a mentor, too. You've taught me 
many things and you have so much to teach people. I'm just humbled to be able 
to join you. Just in terms of background so your audience knows, I do live in a 
ranch. I do raise a significant portion of my own food. I have chickens. We create 
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our own chicken eggs, free range eggs. We grow quite a bit of different varieties 
of food. I also am well-experienced in hydroponic growing and also some 
aquaponic experience as well. I totally believe in food self-sufficiency and I 
practice what I preach. I just want to get that out there. 

Marjory: Thank you. That's wonderful. You will know from personal experience why 
people should be growing their own food.  

Mike: Yes, absolutely. I'm very, very familiar with many of the challenges of it. In fact, 
I've been, right after this call, I have to go take care of four baby chicks. I had a 
fluke here on the ranch today. You know how we're always trying to protect 
animals from predators, and normally, we do a good job. But I have one of mama 
chickens got killed today by a large bird. A bird of prey came in and killed her and 
I had to rescue the baby chicks and have to keep them warm tonight. 
Fortunately, they had a couple of weeks of experience with the mama, so they're 
experienced in scratching and looking for food. They're going to be okay. You 
know how it is.  

Marjory: Yeah. This is the other side of Mike Adams, the Health Ranger. He's now 
becoming the mama hen. 

Mike: Tonight, I am the mama hen. I have to make sure these chicks are warm. It's 
actually 3 hens and one rooster, by the way. We got a new rooster coming in 
which is always interesting. Anyway, I didn't mean to get sidetracked. I do agree 
that, for those listening, you're crazy if you're not growing your own food or at 
least thinking about it, making plans for it. Maybe, if you're not doing now, think 
about it in the next spring. 

 Many people create barriers to thinking why they can't grow their own food. For 
example, I live in an apartment in a city. I don't have a yard. You can sprout on 
your countertop. You don't even need sunlight for that. You can grow your own 
food for pennies a day. You can grow in window sills soil containers. You can 
grow hydroponically with grow lights if you don't mind the electric bill. There are 
so many ways that you can grow. You're not limited even by climate or how big 
or small your living arrangements are. If you want to grow food, with enough 
motivation, you can find ways to do it. Here are some really incredible reasons 
why you need to do it. First, I would say self-reliance.  

Marjory: That's a big one, yeah. 

Mike: It's huge because we all know that the food supply is stretched right now. For 
lots and lots of reasons, the food is becoming more scarce. California has 
suffered through its serious drought that has actually destroyed many of the 
long-term nut orchards, for example, that will take 10 to 15 years to recover. 
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You've got the depletion of the underwater, freshwater aquifers. As this drought 
has worsened in California, drilling into the aquifers has proceeded at alarming 
pace, so these aquifers are being tapped. As you know Marjory, the water 
aquifers, that is irreplaceable water in the short span of a human lifetime.  

Marjory: A very large percentage of the crops that we are producing are basically ancient 
water that we're using, that are not being replenished. We're using up aquifers.  

Mike: That's right. That's exactly right. Underneath Oklahoma, parts of Texas, is the 
Ogallala Water-- 

Marjory: Yeah, the Ogallala. 

Mike: Also running out-- 

Marjory: China has the same problem as well as India and other-- 

Mike: Exactly, right. In fact, if you look at the really big picture what's happening on our 
planet, we have a population explosion in the last 150 years that has been made 
possible by two things. One is fossil water and the other is fossil fuel. Virtually all 
the food production that has given rise to this population is dependent on, 
basically, free water and essentially free oil that can just be pumped up out of 
the ground.  

 Once you don't have free water and, essentially, free oil, you will have a massive, 
massive implosion in the availability of affordable food. Following that, of course, 
you would have to have a massive reduction in the global population. I don't 
think that this planet, as it is being operated today, with the irreplaceable use of 
fossil water and fossil fuel, I don't think that it will look very much the same in 50 
years. I think the population will be drastically reduced. I think the difference 
between those who survive and those who don't, will be your ability to produce 
your own food. 

Marjory: It's very hard to argue with that. How concerned are you or do you sense from 
what you're reading, what you're putting out with the natural news of shorter 
term collapse scenarios like economic collapse or maybe a key terrorist event or 
an EMP pulse. 

Mike: I'm very concerned. We know, for example, NASA told us that in 2012, the Earth 
narrowly missed a very powerful solar flare that would have taken down the 
National Power Grid. I think that flare missed the planet by one week. Those 
flares are happening all the time and we can't control them and there's really not 
much warning about them. There are also risks of, for example, a rogue nation 
like North Korea launching a high-altitude nuclear weapon detonated to produce 
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an EMP effect which would take out most of the power grid in North America as 
well. There are acts of terrorism, there are acts of war, there are natural galactic 
solar flare type of events and meteors, things flying around in space that can hit 
the planet. 

 But I don't want people to be overly alarmed. I'm a realist. I believe in sensible 
preparedness. I believe that, actually, strong nations come from decentralized 
redundant food supplies. If you want to have a description of a nation that has 
strong strategic food resources ... You know how America talks about strategic 
oil? What about a strategic food supply?  

 Any nation that has a centralized mono-culture, corporate-run food supply is 
strategically weak in terms of food redundancy. But a nation that has widespread 
decentralized local farming, a local food production, widespread farming and 
gardening skills, is a nation that has a very strong decentralized strategic food 
redundancy system. The United States of America is not a nation like that. 
Interestingly, Cuba is.  

 Other nations like Papua New Guinea is a decentralized, mostly agrarian type of 
society. I used to live in South America. In rural Ecuador, where I lived before, 
also gardening and food production skills were very widespread and very 
redundant. Most nations in South America, at least outside the cities, they can 
survive quite well even in a food crisis because they all know how to grow food. I 
hope I'm not getting too much off-tracked. 

Marjory: No, no. That's our first big reason then. It's going to be self-reliance. Just because 
having your own food supply is really ... Then it's also, being able to grow food is 
a depression-proof activity. You've got-- 

Mike: Absolutely. 

Marjory: You've always got something you can fall back on, as well as really valuable skills. 

Mike: Yes. There's another ... Stop me if I'm taking too much time on this one point 
but, there's another really important realization in all of this. When you don't 
have your own food and there is a crisis, you will be entirely dependent on, let's 
say, the government, to bring you emergency food supplies, whether that's the 
state guard, national guard, FEMA, whatever the case maybe. 

 FEMA, normally, the way they acquire supplies in they seize them from someone 
else. They actually, during hurricane Katrina, most of central Texas, east Texas, 
Louisiana, the farms were inventoried by FEMA, all the farmers were required to 
give them lists of the food and grain and animals that they had. One of the 
executive orders that's on the books is for FEMA to seize the available food 
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supplies, crop production harvest, seeds, animals, tractors, farm fuel, all of these 
things, this is on the books.  

Marjory: I have no idea. Oh my god. 

Mike: The idea is that they would then redistribute that to the other people who are 
starving who did not have food. It's not only alarming that if you're a farmer they 
can come take everything you have, but if you are a citizen that's starving and 
you're in the FEMA line to be given emergency food, the government can set any 
kind of requirement that they want for you to get your food. It has been widely 
discussed across the internet, for example, that the government might require 
to, for example, to turn in your guns in order to get food. Or, sign over your 
retirement account, for example, so that they can fund the food carves they are 
feeding you.  

 Depending on the crisis, the government could set these rules that, right now, 
sound ridiculous but in a national crisis, they could be enforced. If you don't turn 
over your ranch rifle that you use to protect your chickens, for example, they 
could deny you food and you would be facing a decision of either starve or turn 
over your rifle that is protecting your animals.  

Marjory: Just another side note, we do have a couple of speakers in the summit here. Rick 
Austin will be talking about how to create a garden of survival. Then we're also 
going to be having Dave Goodman, speaking about survival gardening which are 
ways to grow food that it wouldn't be obvious if people were individually 
concerned about being overrun by government authorities. I had no idea that 
that had happened during-- 

Mike: Yes. I've interviewed farmers in central Texas who detailed the FEMA 
conversations after Katrina. Yeah, that's actually going on. In terms of guerrilla 
gardening, I'm a huge fan of that, but what's interesting to me is that the more 
you get away from mono-cultural practices, the more you get into permaculture. 
I'm a big fan of Jeff Lawton and permaculture principles. Permaculture gardening 
does not look like a mono-culture crop. It is inherently a covert food production 
system. 

Marjory: Yes, we're going to have Jeff speaking as well as Paul Wheaton and Jack Spirko 
and Toby Hemenway, so we have quite a few of the leaders in the permaculture 
movement. But you're absolutely right and the key to that is most people can't 
identify even more than 2 or 3 species of plant so they aren't going to have any 
clue what is it that you have going if it's not in a row.  
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Mike: Exactly. There are some really great ways. I will be listening to your other 
speakers as well because there's always something that I can learn from people 
who have that kind of wisdom.  

Marjory: That's the whole purpose of the summit, really. It's almost as if we're up on a 
mountaintop and we're looking down in the valley and we can tell, "Oh there's 
John Evans, doing the bio-intensive gardening method. There is Sylvia Bernstein 
ding her aquaponics and there's Jeff doing some land works and Paul Wheaton 
with hugalculture. We've got a whole line-up and it's really meant to give 
everybody an overview of what can they do. As you started out, ever if you just 
got a sunny window sill, there is somewhere that you can start. 

Mike: Yes, exactly. Can I interrupt with a really important point on water here? 

Marjory: Sure. 

Mike: I believe that much of the future self-sufficient food production, will require 
extreme water conservation methodologies. I have been doing a lot research 
and experimentation on this. Rain water collection is crucial for self-reliance. But 
because rainfall now is very, very limited and many of the areas, especially rural 
areas such as say West Texas or even in California right now where people want 
to produce food, there is going to be, in my opinion, a strong wave towards a 
container-based food production systems, which includes aquaponics and 
hydroponics that can be run on a fraction of the water that's needed for open 
soil production. 

 I'm not saying there's anything wrong with open-soil production and for many 
crops like beets and potatoes, obviously, you need open soil. But you can use 
about 5% to 10% of the water in a closed loop system such as hydroponics or 
aquaponics, and you can produce greens, straw berries, tomatoes, cucumbers, 
melons, medicinal herbs and plants including anti-viral herbs that may be useful 
in a pandemic outbreak. You can produce these things using rainwater in closed 
system container type of growing context. The benefit of rainwater also is that it 
tends to be slightly or significantly more acidic than well water or city water 
which has usually too many total dissolved solids, TDS count, minerals, whereas, 
your rainwater is more likable by your plants in the first place.  

Marjory: Rainwater is called the gold standard when it comes to growing plants. There's  
nothing that brings your plants quite to life the way rain ... We're very fortunate 
here at the summit, we're having Brad Lancaster who is the rainwater guru. He's 
based in Tucson. Believe me, this man knows his thing and he has the 12 
principles for welcoming rain into your life and landscape and it is an excellent 
presentation. Absolutely foundational. 
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Mike: I look forward to that. In my own experiments, I'm astonished how little water it 
takes, if you're using rainwater in closed loop systems, it takes virtually just a 
super small amount of water to produce abundant salads and medicinal herbs. 
[inaudible 00:18:12] 

Marjory: I have to agree with you. We both live here in Central Texas which is a very harsh 
environment. Years ago, Peter Bane, of the permaculture activists said, actually 
we're on the forefront of what everybody else is going to be facing. 

Mike: Yeah, absolutely. This whole system of agriculture based on tapping aquifers and 
then spraying that water in open fields to be evaporated into low humidity 
climates like California, that system is going to history very, very soon. It will not 
last. 

Marjory: Not to mention all the chemicals because when they do the irrigation, I 
understand the entire groundwater of the state of Iowa is unfit for human 
consumption or lifestyle consumption, just because of the amount of nitrates 
and other chemicals that they apply. 

Mike: That brings me to the second point here which is the chemical burden that you 
get. If you're eating food grown commercially or industrially, you are taking in 
chemicals. You are exposing yourself to glyphosate. You're exposing yourself to 
pesticides or besides many other chemicals. But you're also indirectly causing 
the environment to be heavily contaminated with the run off of these chemicals. 
By merely eating factory-produced, conventionally-grown foods you are 
indirectly contributing to the toxic implosion of the biosphere. The best way to 
avoid doing that is to grow your own food without the use of toxic chemicals.  

 If you understand plant nutrition, then you can strengthen plants through 
correct mineralization formulas in your hydroponic or aquaponic formulations. 
You can vastly reduce the need for any kind of pest control because your plants 
are so much stronger or resilient that they naturally resist infections, even viral 
infections. 

Marjory: I have a great story for you. Frequently, I'm on Sherri DelaFry's regular show on 
Sundays, which is on the GCN network, it's a nationwide show on gardening. 
Sherry and her husband run one of the biggest insectivores. Insectivories? I'm 
not sure. It's a business where they create all these beneficial insects, the 
ladybugs and the lay swings. They were young when they got started, young 
entomologists, and they felt that this was going to be the solution to pest 
problems for organic solutions.  

 A few years into their business, once they've got it up and going, they realized 
actually that the biggest problem with insects is that the plants are 
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fundamentally not helpful. They don't have the right mineralization or they don't 
have the right amount of activity in the medium, the growing, whether it's soil 
microbiology or whether it's the biology in the water systems. They shifted their 
focus, they're still recreating all the insects that you need for an organic system 
but they've also shifted toward providing minerals.  

Mike: Absolutely. This is crucial. I'm sure your other guests will cover this in more detail 
so I'll be brief. The soil microbiology is absolutely key hand-in-hand with the 
mineralization of the soil because it is the microbiology that allows the plant 
roots to have access to the minerals that it needs. When you spray crops with 
things like glyphosate, which is used in GMO agriculture, you, of course, kill the 
soil microbiology. You isolate the plant's biology from the minerals that are 
available in the soil and there aren't many minerals left anyway. 

Marjory: [Big-ag 00:22:03] focus is just on NPK, which is Nitrogen, Potassium and 
Phosphorous. They've been doing that for so many decades that everything else 
is completely used up.  

Mike: That's absolutely the case. You probably know I run an analysis laboratory, an 
elemental analysis lab. I have been testing many, many garden amendments 
with fertilizers, liquid fertilizers and dry fertilizers, for their mineral content, 
including ocean water-based fertilizers. What's really fascinating to me is to find 
out typical off the shelf, big box retail store fertilizers are almost completely 
devoid of trace elements such as zinc and selenium, things like that. Whereas the 
more organic, full spectrum fertilizers have full complement including trace 
amounts of copper, which are necessary. 

 Then at the same time, we're also finding some toxic elements in some of the 
cheaper fertilizers including significant amounts of lead which tends to bind with 
calcium. A lot of the cheaper fertilizers that are basic calcium carbonate, they 
will tend to be contaminated with lead and, to a lesser extent, metals like 
cadmium. I'm putting a lot of emphasis in the next year on sharing with the 
public information about which types of fertilizer formulas are cleaner and also 
more broad spectrum. I think this will be key for home gardening and even 
hydroponic. 

Marjory: That's going to be extremely useful. Mike when you go to a grocery store, which 
happens, I'm sure from time to time, is there anything in there that you think is 
actually edible? 

Mike: I'm trying to think of the last time I went to a grocery store and why I might have 
felt that. I do buy things at the grocery that are difficult to grow in my climate 
such as avocados.  
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Marjory: Yeah. That's one of my favorites too. But, [inaudible 00:24:10] 75% or so of the 
good stuffs in the grocery have GMOs.  

Mike: Yeah. I very rarely by anything that is a packaged, pre-made food. I will buy fruits 
and vegetables but I don't consider them to be nutrient-rich in terms of minerals. 
The fruits will synthesize, naturally, many plant-based medicines such as 
Resveratrol in grape skin or the anthocyanins in the various, the pigments, the 
colors of various fruits. Those are valuable. But for mineralization, I strongly 
recommend that you grow your own sprouts in a mineralized water solution 
which could be based on an ocean water concentrate or a full spectrum mineral 
amendment to the water. 

 Sprouts are the easiest way to get minerals into a food format and then get them 
into your body in a bio-available format. In fact, I believe that mineral 
supplements, mineral vitamins, so to speak, they're beneficial and they do help a 
lot of people. But they're really the most basic format and they're mostly 
wasted, they mostly pass through you.  

 What you really want to do is feed minerals to your plants and then eat your 
plants. That is the solution to mineralization. You should be growing your 
mineral supplements, not buying them in a pill format, unless that's a last resort 
really. 

Marjory: Nutrition in getting adequate nutrition is a whole reason for growing your own 
food.  

Mike: Absolutely, yeah. That's on my list here. One of my reason, nutrition. The other 
issue, which I'm sure you've already shared with people, is the whole ripening 
issue. The things that you buy at the grocery store have to be harvested when 
they're not ripe. When they're not ripe it means that the phytochemical 
constituents of the plants are not fully-developed as they're intended to be, 
which if course affects taste and color but also nutritional potency. 

 When you can grow your own food, for example, it's easy here in Central Texas 
to grow figs. I grow a lot of fig plants and then I wait for the figs to ripen on the 
plant, where they're about to burst. You pick them and they're juicy and sweet 
right there at that moment and they're fresh. That's the way that you're 
intended to eat a fig fruit, not something that was ... I'm about to drool here just 
thinking about-- 

Marjory: You're making me hungry. 

Mike: I grow pomegranates here too and I wait for the pomegranates to almost split on 
the side before I get in there and get the pomegranate seeds. When you buy 
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things at the store, they play these weird games and they use tricks like they'd 
give you a bunch of tomatoes on a little segment of vine and they'll call it vine-
ripened tomatoes. That's a scam. Just because you clipped off the vine when the 
tomatoes are still green then chemically cause them to ripen on the truck, it 
doesn't mean they're vine-ripened tomatoes.  

 If you want real nutrition, you either need to grow your own food or you need to 
acquire food through farmer's market, coops, CSAs, places where other people 
are growing food that is real. 

Marjory: Real food. Taste is absolutely a reason to grow your own food. I honestly can't 
think of a restaurant that can come anywhere close to what an average meal is 
here at home. Because the tomatoes just as you're doing, we just pick them 
moments before we eat them or the lettuce is just picked moments before or 
the chickens were raised here on our forage with grain we know is safe. The 
chicken that's raised in a yard that's eaten good food, it is absolutely, completely 
a different thing from that stuff that's cellophane-wrapped in the store. It's just 
an entirely different meat.  

Mike: We live in a culture where most people have never actually tasted real food 
before.  

Marjory: I've got to tell, people say, "Oh I'm not a vegetable per, I don't want ... Like if you 
haven't eaten home-grown vegetables, you have never eaten vegetables.  

Mike: That's right. 

Marjory: You haven't. 

Mike: Minerals can make all the difference in taste. Keep in mind that the tongue is a 
very elaborate, advanced nano technology chemical sensory matrix. Far more 
advanced than anything that science has ever invented in terms of chemical 
sensing. Taste is your brains impression of the data that that sensor is providing. 
I have tasted things like Mesquite pod flower from Tucson, Arizona for example, 
which is rather bland. But if you taste Mesquite pod powder derived from trees, 
grown on the partially salt water marshes of the western coast of the big island 
of Hawaii, they taste very, very sweet. It's because they're getting minerals from 
the ocean water that's mixed with some inland freshwater. They have a 
completely different taste. It's just the minerals that make it different. If you 
have mineralized tomatoes, they're very different from store bought depleted 
tomatoes.  

Marjory: Have you even noticed that in different gardens that I've had, when I've grown 
tomatoes in a soil that was not as good as another soil that was deeply rich, the 
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tomatoes in the really rich soil, you can taste it. You can really taste the 
difference. It really is amazing and it's so much more alive. It's totally worth it. 
It's totally the reason the grow it. 

Mike: Yes. The average American can only taste, I think three things, that's fat, salt and 
sugar. Those dominant tastes they've been programmed to crave, what would 
that be, Doritos, Coca Cola-- 

Marjory: Pizza. 

Mike: Whatever salty, snack chip of whatever. You do have to re-calibrate your taste. 
For some people who've grown up on a processed food diet, obviously, it may 
take them a month to where their sensory system is re-established where they 
can even appreciate the taste of actual food.  

Marjory: Let's talk about obesity for a second because that really ties into it also. Do you 
think you could actually lose weight eating the commercial food supply? Is that 
even possible? 

Mike: With a lot of effort, you might be able to pull it off but it's difficult. I think that 
commercial ... My theory on obesity is as follows. The body craves minerals and 
plant-based nutrients and certain types of fats including some saturated fats 
from animals. The body craves certain things. Craving is your body's way of 
telling your conscious brain to go out and acquire that food and consume it to 
meet the nutritional need. Craving is an auto-pilot translation of nutritional 
needs. 

 For many people, cravings are driven by mineral deficiencies. You're lacking 
magnesium, you're lacking selenium, you're lacking zinc. Your body is telling you, 
"Go out and get that", or even salt sometimes. I've know many raw food vegans 
who are on juicing diets and they're massively salt-deficient and they can't figure 
out why they opened up a bag of potato chips and eat the entire bag, because 
they needed the salt. They could have actually put some salt in their smoothie 
and they would have been fine. 

 Your body will tell you, your brain will tell you go out and eat until you get the 
minerals. If you're eating Oreo cookies, you're not getting the minerals. If you're 
eating white bread, yo're not getting the minerals. If you're eating McDonald's 
and fast food, processed food, factory-made foods at the grocery store, chips, 
cereals, whatever, you're not getting the minerals so your body just says eat 
more, eat more, eat more. You're packing on the calories but you're not getting 
the minerals so you're never satiated.  
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 The minute you actually bring in real food into your diet which is mineralized 
food produced in mineralized soils which are typically organic production or 
permaculture type of production, you begin to actually satiate your body's 
biological need for the minerals that will then turn down the cravings. Literally, 
adding full spectrum minerals to your diet can radically alter your caloric intake 
without effort, in the sense that your body naturally turns off its hunger signals 
once you get the minerals you need.  

 This doesn't explain every case of obesity but for many, many people, obesity is 
driven by an incessant search for minerals that are simply not present ion the 
calorie-rich processed foods that people seek out. Does that make sense? 

Marjory: That makes perfect sense. The foods are laced with chemicals that are highly 
addict-- MSG is basically addictive to make you want to eat that particular food 
more and more.  

Mike: It's exactly right. It's by design. It's the same reason the tobacco company has 
put nicotine, extra nicotine. I actually think smoking natural tobacco leaf is 
probably not that bad for you. I think it's all the additives in the cigarettes that 
are really making it worse. But I guess that's another topic. 

Marjory: That's another topic. But yes, growing your own food could help you get off of 
that obesity treadmill of greater and greater weight gain.  

Mike: Absolutely. 

Marjory: How about ... We mentioned a little bit about availability is another big issue, I 
think. You'd mentioned exploring things like Mesquite meal and some of those. 
Most Americans just don't have any idea of the vast array of things that are 
available that really-- 

Mike: Yes. I always find that fascinating. I find it fascinating that people in America 
don't drink avocado smoothies. They think avocados can only make guacamole 
and that's it. That's like, you can't avocados in a sweet, milky, creamy smoothie. 
It just doesn't fit the American palette, even though that is consumed 
throughout South America and throughout Asia, Taiwan, China, Japan, and many 
other countries. You have a very limited, narrow viewpoint of what is food in the 
American culture.  

Marjory: Or even your tomatoes which is the sweet, we'd get the national gardening 
association going to present. They've done all kinds of surveys. Tomatoes by and 
large, are the most popular thing for people to grow. Most people, if they're 
eating from a grocery store, they're only familiar with say, romas or a couple of 
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different varieties and that there's literally thousands of different kind of 
tomatoes that have just, every one of them is unique.  

Mike: Yes. Thinking about all the varieties of squash or all the varieties of melons, or 
even hundreds of varieties of onions, there's just so much diversity that's 
available to you if you grow your own food.  

Marjory: A lot of these are, they're not going to ever be available in a grocery store. 
They're not, you're seeing a little bit more diversity in a farmer's market but still 
the farmer has to cater to most people's taste so there's more but not quite the 
same. You're not even going to see the garden starts there because, again, 
they're catering to a larger ... Really a lot of times, the only way your'e going to 
get these things is by starting from seeding, growing them yourself. 

Mike: That's exactly the case. I love to grow a lot of different types of plants such as 
Amaranth. I think I must have a dozen varieties of just Amaranth that I'm playing 
around with because it's such a diverse source of food for humans and also 
animals, our chickens love it, any of the leaves and the seeds above. Diversity is 
key. The average American is probably eating 50% of their diet is derived from 
corn. It's just corn. Corn is such an efficient producer of calories that it is official 
government policy in America to burn it in your engine.  

Marjory: Yes. Isn't that something that's mandatory, like 10% has to be corn.? 

Mike: Right. I don't any farmers that are feeding their cows gasoline so I've been 
wondering why we're putting corn into our engines, it doesn't make any sense to 
me. It seems like we should be growing something that is real food but more 
diverse. I completely agree with you. My understanding was that the average 
American diet consisted 90% of just 20 or 21 different foods.  

Marjory: It's true. People who are eating meat and pork and beef and all of those 
essentially also come down to corn, wheat and soy which is what they're feeding 
the animals.  

Mike: That's right. Sometimes I ever share with people, there are some interesting 
diverse foods that are mainstream in America that you can find in a grocery store 
that might surprise you. For example, mustard. Mustard really belongs in the 
category of almost ayurvedic medicine or a middle eastern type of food. It's 
made from the mustard seed. It's a bitter, very powerful support of healing for 
the liver, it's one of the few sources of dietary bitters that Americans will get into 
their diet and yet it's associated with junk food hotdogs and hamburgers. I think 
mustard is, literally, one of the few things keeping the average American alive 
today. It's a source of nutrients that just don't get anywhere else in the American 
diet. 
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Marjory: Maybe that and coffee to keep their bowels going. I think that might be the 
other. 

Mike: That's right. Coleslaw, you think about a coleslaw, it's raw cabbage. Normally, 
you don't get a raw cabbage, an anti-cancer Christopher's type of vegetable from 
any other source but coleslaw is one of the ways to get that. If you know what 
you're looking for, you could actually attend a Texas barbecue and you could 
load up on mustard and coleslaw and something else. You could actually be okay 
for that meal.  

Marjory: I know Mike, in my journey, when we started out, I got in this quite frankly, out 
of fear and panic we were deeply concerned about the collapse of the existing 
systems. I looked at all the things that needed to be prepared for. I realized that I 
really like to eat three times a day, more than I was concerned about somebody 
shooting me and so I've decided to focus on food. Through that process, it has 
been tremendously healing and I'm wondering if you could a little bit about, 
maybe some of the more spiritual aspects of why you'd want to grow your own 
food. 

Mike: Absolutely. I also have one other point I want introduce to you about cost. You 
can actually save money now growing your own food. That wasn't necessarily 
true a few years ago. You want me to cover that first or the--?  

Marjory: No let's go into cost, that's a good one. 

Mike: Here's the thing. Everybody has seen food inflation skyrocketing. Perhaps 5 or 10 
years ago, it would be a very difficult argument to say that you could save money 
growing your own food. Because the efficiencies of large scale corporate 
production are there economically, even though they're delivering an inferior 
product in terms of nutrition and natural medicine. But now, things have 
changed drastically. The interest rates in the financial markets are so low that 
you can't earn much interest on money that you have in savings or even in an 
investment.  

 Many people believe the stock market is in a bubble, perhaps overvalued by a 
100% and that a correction could bring the market down by half. I share that 
belief by the way 

Marjory: Ouch, yeah. 

Mike: Even though you can't earn money, you can't earn interest on money that you're 
saving, food process are going through the roof, prices on organic food and beef 
and milk. A gallon of milk now in America costs more than a gallon of gasoline. I 
can't remember a time it was that way. Food prices keep growing up. Food 
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shortages are kicking in. Food scarcity is upon us. Now it really begins to make 
strong, economic sense to invest in your food production as a money saving 
measure.  

 If you factor in the amount of money that you save for health reasons, for 
example, what if you didn't have to spend $300 a month on prescription drugs 
because you were getting good nutrition through your home grown food, and 
you don't need to go to the pharmacy every day to reload. If you factor in the 
health benefits and the cost of being sick versus the cost savings of being 
healthy, then growing your own food is an enormous financial return on your 
investment, not to even mention the happiness factor, the health improvement 
factors, the self-reliance, the nutritional improvements, all the other things that 
we have talked about. Just from an economic perspective alone, growing your 
own food pays off.  

Marjory: It makes sense. We're having rising unemployment which is not really being 
reported accurately. If there's a family member who is unemployed, why not just 
start considering that their job, to dig up the yard and get some chickens and 
start growing food for the family as a very viable source of income in the health 
care program. 

Mike: Yes. It's also a skill set that is always going to give you something to barter. 
Whether there is an economic collapse or not, if you have the ability to grow 
food that is clean and nutritious, you will always have a market. People want 
that and they need it. 

Marjory: They need it, it's true. 

Mike: Getting to the spiritual side of things, which is another important point on the 
list here, it helps to step back and remember that we are what we eat. We are 
physically made of the things that we take into our body that we absorb that get 
distributed and used to build new cells in our body. But we're also energetically 
and spiritually made of the things that we consume.  

 I believe in consciousness. I believe in the existence of the soul and the spirit. I 
believe that when we are closer to the source of our food, we are actually 
functioning at a higher spiritual level that is more authentic with who we really 
are. I believe that, on the flip side, if we go to the grocery store and we're buying 
food that's been created by someone else for the purpose of profit only, without 
the intention of nourishment and the intention of personal growth and 
abundance, that food is not only lacking in the nutrients but it's also lacking 
something spiritually or energetically. 
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 Maybe we don't have instruments today that can detect that in a scientific 
perspective, but maybe those instruments will exist sometime later in the future. 
In the meantime, this is belief that I know many of us share, those of us who are 
in the food self-sufficiency movement and some in the raw food movement, 
some in the wild crafting food movement. All kinds of people share this belief 
that high vibration food is a key to personal development. Happiness, fulfillment 
and also authenticity of who you are. I hope I'm not going too far off the 
reservation there with some of those comments. 

Marjory: I don't think so. There is something about hand grown food that's tended with 
love and that has been nurtured and that there's the presence of the gardener or 
the herder, the livestock tender has interacted regularly and cared for and 
there's a reciprocating factor with the plants or the animals. You're right, that's 
quantifiable yet by anything that we measure. But it's definitely transmitted or 
impacted in the final product. 

Mike: It really is. You know what it's like when you grow your own food, how much you 
enjoy seeing seeds sprout. Just watching the sprouts come up, it's wonderful. It's 
a joyous activity and experience. I don't know about you but I absolutely love to 
eat salads that I've grown myself where I can pick the leaves of basil and oregano 
and peppermint and the lettuce that I've grown myself using my own nutrient 
solution that I've formulated myself. I can take these in and enjoy the salad, it's 
so savory. The taste of the medicine are so potent. It's fulfilling at a level that's 
far beyond just, "Here's a salad." 

 Then, if I'm not a a restaurant and I'm eating some salad that they throw on the 
table in a bowl, it's an empty salad of nothingness. It just doesn't compare at all 
at every level.  

Marjory: Yeah, there really is no comparison. I also find, and we all have such busy lives 
and the pace of life is just escalating with all the internet and the high speed 
devices and the instantaneousness of everything. Of course with everything we 
do, we need to try and be doing multiple things. I find that, for me, spending 
time either in the aquaponics or the gardener with the livestock, is a form of 
down time where I'm still actually producing something. It's my zen and it's my 
yoga and it's my connection. Yet I'm still creating something that vitally 
important for myself. I find it to be a downtime activity that I integrate into my 
life. 

Mike: I really share that. To me, it is a vacation from work. Working is, being an 
investigative journalist or writing articles or managing other writers, to me that's 
work. Growing plants, everything that's involved, in plants, to me is a vacation, 
it's a break.  It doesn't seem like work at all, even if it's physically demanding, 
moving dirt or whatever you're doing, harvesting seeds, even if it's physically 
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demanding it is a an emotional vacation. Call me strange but I don't, to me, I'm 
not a social partier type of person. I don't enjoy the idea of, "let's go to town and 
go drinking and have a good time." For me, I would much rather plant some 
plants or harvest some seeds or something, to me, that's a real vacation. Nothing 
against people who go out and drink, nothing wrong with that, but my vacation 
doesn't require beer. 

Marjory: Yeah. Participating and being involved in the mystery of life is extraordinary, and 
I think, one of the most beautiful aspects of growing your own food. 

Mike: Absolutely. It's the connectedness. I believe that when you save seeds and you 
harvest seeds and plant them generation after generation, I believe that you 
being to have a more and more of a connection with those plants. They are more 
attuned to your environment and your even the way you care for them, the 
watering cycles, the sunlight cycles, the climate, everything. You really become 
closer and closer to the food that you're producing that is becoming physically 
you. You are communing in a technical sense with the plants, with the food.  

 That is very deeply fulfilling at any level. It's a sign of food that is almost 
completely forgotten or ignored or dismissed by mainstream society, which 
thinks of food as really, a form entertainment. Most people, people who live in 
the cities especially. When they think about what to eat, they are thinking about 
what will entice their taste buds to produce the greatest sensory experience. 
They view it as a form of entertainment. They're missing the entire side of 
cultivating and planting and multi-generational adaptation with that plant which 
is really what part of being human is all about.  

 I consider food farming and production permaculture to be a sacred act that is 
essential to who we are as beings on this planet. It is so much more than all 
these other things we talked about saving money and better nutrition and self-
reliance. It is essential to being. 

Marjory: Wow. It's so beautifully said. I couldn't agree with you more. Mike, I know you're 
super busy and I just really, really appreciate the time you've taken to speak with 
us today. I'll let people know naturalnews.com. You've got just an amazing 
amount of information that's coming out and all the latest stories. Thank so 
much spending this time with us and we'll look forward to you having you on 
another summit. 

Mike: Thank you Marjory. It's been my pleasure to share this time with you. I 
appreciate all your questions and the topics that you're covering, super 
important. I'd be thrilled to join you again and next year. Next time I'll have even 
more interesting information to share on some of our findings. 
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Marjory: I'm really looking forward the analysis on the different fertilizers. We'll talk then. 

Mike: Okay. Sounds good. 

Marjory: Bye. 

Mike: Thank you. 

Marjory: There you have it. You've now got 8 new reasons why you need to start growing 
some or all of your own food. Hang tight with us, we've got a whole week loaded 
full of topics. Rick Austin is going to be presenting that Secret Garden of Survival, 
that's all about food forest that Mike and I had talked about. Sally Fallon of the 
Westn A. Price Foundation, we'll be talking about what is a healthy diet and how 
do we know if you're healthy or not, that's a very good question. 

 How did people know that centuries ago, there are some very simple indications. 
Sylvia Bernstein if you're into aquaponics, she's going to give us a fabulous 
presentation on that. We have the garden tower project. It's going to be talking 
about this amazing they have for growing food in these containers. We also have 
Paul Wheaton, that guy is a total nut. He's one of those guys you love to hate.  

 Paul Wheaton from Permies.com is doing a couple of presentations. Be sure not 
to miss Katrina Blair, with he talk on 13 wild weeds. Before you go pull that weed 
up, check on Katrina and find out that it's probably edible and maybe more 
nutritious that what you are going to plant anyway.  

 This is Marjory Wildcraft and I'll catch you on the next segment. 

  

 

 


